2010 bmw 745

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Never knew that sales
people could even be nice and make you comfortable until I met these guys! Purchase a BMW
from this company Friendly people to deal with. Great price. Will purchase again from. Not good
no line followed up and never answered their business phone. I needed a purchase order and
they never responded and had no respect for us buying their car. No respect for customers it
seems extremely shady per the bank What a great help to seniors! Keagan Dayley drove the
Jeep Latitude to my home for a test drive, then brought it back 2 days later so we could buy it.
He brought all the necessary paperwork, explained all, and drove back our trade-in. Done deal! I
would recommend Keagan Dayley to anybody wanting honesty, knowledge, and courtesy! Not
sure how much of this was Devin my sales guy, but I had a great experience with the dealership.
I highly recommend Lithia of Pocatello, and Devin in particular if you are in need of a vehicle.
They have a really good selection of new and used cars on the lot. In the world of internet car
sales, Lithia Jeep of Pocatello wanted me to drive to their dealership and then negotiate a price.
I explained that I purchased my last two vehicles online and only went to the dealer to pickup
the car. Nope, to get their price I had to go to their lot and go through the back and forth
mindless game of car lot negotiations. Bought new Jeep from another dealership. Dealer was
nice, people were friendly car was delivered to me, however after driving it for 3 days the engine
light is on, need to get someone to look at it. They responded very quickly very much helpful
informing and no pressure in trying to get you to buy a car and was very informative on options
when your ready to buy a car. Super friendly and also offered other choices of cars that became
available since my initial inquiry. They have a great warranty program when you purchase a car
there. Unfortunately,I decided on a completely different auto else where. I do recommend Serve
Auto as an option if they have the type of car you want. They responded promptly, however
there were issues with the vehicle that wasn't disclosed until I arrived. Issues with part of the
transmission So it goes in park by default. That turned me off. That's going to be a very
expensive maintenance expense!! Sales person contacted me, unfortunately my daughter
decided to look at a different vehicle. If she did not decide on a different car, I would have gotten
her the Subaru. Nice guy! Attention to detail needs help. Hard to test drive a vehicle with the fuel
light on. We ended up purchasing a vehicle. Eddie was great to work with. This was an
exceptional dealer!! Andy was so professional, calming and a great communicator! He kept
constant contact with me and made this sell personable! He is the class in Klassic Cars; a true
and honest businessman! They need to update there systems they had a deposit on car and
didn't let me know after they made an appointment for me to see vehicle I arrive and all they
could say was sorry even though they confirmed appt. Dream group of guy there. Great
customer service I would recommend them to anyone!!! Dealer said he would rext me a credit
and get back with me. Never heard from him. Buying a car from someone else. I called them to
make an appointment to test drive on the car , they tell me come over if im ready to buy the car.
They did not let me test drive the car. Car was mostly as represented. Very nice people. Even
though I did not purchase from them they were good to deal with. BMW rolls out a new 7 Series
trim for The Li enters the 7 Series lineup in the top position, making it one of the automaker's
most prestigious vehicles. It's equipped with an all-new 6. The engine features high-precision
injection and links to a new eight-speed automatic transmission. The powerplant drives the Li
from in 4. The automaker also adds two new all-wheel-drive trims to the 7 Series. The i xDrive
and Li xDrive join the existing i and Li trims in the lineup for The two new trims feature an
enhanced version of BMW's xDrive system, which helps improve overall handling. However,
when it detects wheel slippage, the system instantly shifts torque to wheels with the best
traction, and sends up to 80 percent of torque to the rear axle in tight curves to keep the vehicle
stable and on the road. The xDrive trims also include Hill Descent Control as a standard feature.
Activated by a button on the center console, Hill Descent Control maintains the vehicle at a set,
programmable speed on steep inclines. The 7 Series receives a number of additional new
features for , including a Brake Energy Regeneration system, which helps reduce fuel
consumption and improves overall engine efficiency. In a nutshell, the system controls the
charging of the engine's battery. In typical powerplants, the battery recharges continually,
pulling energy from the powerplant. In the 7 Series, the new Brake Energy Regeneration system
manages this process, charging the battery only when the vehicle brakes and decelerates,
which helps save energy, according to the automaker. The package includes such features as
an M steering wheel, Shadowline trim, and an anthracite headliner inside, as well as a
lift-reducing aerodynamic kit, Active Roll Stabilization, and inch wheels with
ultra-high-performance tires. Owners can also add inch wheels at no additional cost. It also
features BMW's high-precision injection system, and generates hp and lb-ft of torque for robust
acceleration and performance. The V8 pairs to a six-speed automatic transmission with Normal,
Sport, and Manual shift modes, and drives the sedan from mph in 5. When equipped with

xDrive, the 7 Series is even faster, jumping from in just 5 seconds flat. A hard-drive-based
navigation system with voice activation and real-time traffic also comes standard. The 7 Series
comes equipped with all the standard safety features, including a full range of airbags, stability
control, traction control, brake control, and antilock brakes. In addition, owners can add such
optional safety features as active blind spot detection, night vision with pedestrian detection,
and a multicamera system, including rear-view and side-view cameras. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Harley. Tucson, AZ Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Image
Not Available. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle
History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Bad Credit? No Credit? No Worries.. Low
Finance Rates Apply online Call We Ship Everywhere Atlanta Airport Pickup Service available
The 7 Series interior is classy and luxurious, as buyers should expect, says newCarTestDrive.
With over 14 cubic feet of trunk volume, the 7 Series can accommodate the equivalent of 2
carry-on suitcases, a set of golf clubs and a couple duffel bags. Price contains all applicable
dealer incentives and non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates see
dealer for details. Must see!! Why pay more?? Online at Clean Carfax. Vehicle is being sold
'AS-IS' It's impossible to pick a bad car in the flagship luxury sedan segment, and the BMW 7
Series is no exception. Standard equipment on the i include inch wheels, front and rear parking
sensors, a sunroof, auto-dimming mirrors, adaptive xenon headlights, foglights, automatic
wipers, power front seats, driver memory functions, a power tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel,
four-zone climate control, leather upholstery and keyless ignition entry is still accomplished by
pressing a button on the key fob. Electronic features include the iDrive multimedia interface, a
hard-drive navigation system, real-time traffic, BMW Assist emergency telematics, Bluetooth
and a speaker sound system with two subwoofers, HD radio, 12 GB of digital music storage and
an auxiliary audio jack. Standard safety features include antilock brakes with brake assist, brake
fade compensation, brake drying and a brake standby feature , stability and traction control,
front-seat side airbags, front knee airbags, side curtain airbags and active front head restraints.
The Cold Weather package adds a heated steering wheel, heated rear seats and heated front
seats on the i they are standard on all other models. The Camera package adds a rearview
camera, a top-view parking camera and sideview cameras. The Luxury Seating package
includes ventilated front seats, active front seat side bolsters and power rear and side
sunshades. The following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new
battery! Shop at home with our virtual tours, home delivery, at home test drives and online
shopping. We also are practicing CDC best guidelines with social distancing, vehicle
disinfectants and welcome safe in person test drives, sales and service. Powered by a 4. You'll
be enthused by its Driving Dynamics control that allows this athletic All Wheel Drive sedan to
sweep around tight corners with confidence and earn near 22mpg on the highway while offering
a ride at the leading edge of comfort. The sleek interior of our i xDrive is impossible to ignore.
Prepare to experience an adrenaline rush upon entering the elegant interior adorned with
comfortable leather, rich wood accents, and a fantastic sunroof. You'll maintain a connection to
your digital world with our iDrive multimedia interface, Bluetooth, and a full-color navigation
system with real-time traffic while admiring the superb speaker surround-sound audio system.
Imagine yourself enjoying the sublime comfort of heated and cooled way power seats with side
bolsters as you glide down the street in this well-engineered machine. BMW leads the world in
innovative safety features that fill this 7 Series like numerous airbags and a rearview camera to
keep you out of harm's way. Make a bold statement! Print this page and call us Now Staying In?
We buy cars! Do your deal online! We'll deliver your car to YOU! We can do it ALL! Factory
equipped with an impressive 8cyl, 4. That's why we always make sure go above and beyond for
our loyal customers throughout our community. It's our world class customer service that helps
us earn your business time and again while serving your driving needs! Price does not include
a charge for 0. Auto Holding makes no representations, expressed or implied, to any actual or
prospective purchaser or owner of this vehicle as to the existence, ownership, accuracy,
description or condition of the listed vehicle's equipment, accessories, price, specials or any
warranties. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to the sale of this vehicle. Auto
Holding is not responsible for typos and exact options list as it is automatically decoded from

the VIN number. In order to honor the advertised price, customer must print vehicle listing and
present at time of arrival at dealership, and acquire managers signature on printed listing.
Dealer will not be liable for any inaccuracies, claims or losses of any nature. Among our most
recent awards are 1 in Customer Satisfaction and 1 in Customer Retention! Since we have
exceeded our customer's expectations while demonstrating honesty and integrity in all that we
do. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only
relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local
listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Autom
parts diagram for ge refrigerator
2000 vw beetle owners manual pdf
2001 bmw 330ci headlight bulb
atic 1, Engine Type Gas 1, Hybrid 65 Diesel 2. Cylinders 8 cylinders 6 cylinders 4 cylinders 57
12 cylinders Fuel Economy. Electric Range 10 mi 20 mi. Electric Range. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New
Listing. Frame damage. Price Drop. Theft history. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. I'm very disappointed. I traded in a il for a i. Though I like the looks, drive and
performance of the the gas mileage is so bad that is should be illegal. When I drive around in
regular city driving where the traffic is reasonable I get miles per gallon. I think this is a travesty.
And the 14 miles per gallon that BMW states on the car sticker is just a lie. I'm very upset and if
BMW can't correct this problem, I'm going to turn the car in. I've had a 7 series every year for
the past 15 years, this model is a major disappointment regarding the gas mileage problem.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

